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It’s time to plan for the

2011

Qingdao, China
July 22 - 30, 2011

This will be the a truly international event
at an international venue. There are already
members committing to come from at least
11 different countries in the very early stages
of this planned symposium. Dates, costs and
other logistical details will be worked on
throughout the coming quarter but we feel
compelled to get you to start thinking about
renewing your passport if necessary for an
exotic trip to a wonderous far-away land.
Visit www.iwgs.org
For more information as it becomes available
about these great opportunities.

Euryale ferox - Beautiful yet formidible.
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IWGS 2011 Symposium – Qingdao, China
July 22 – 30, 2011
Explore China and its hidden treasure of lotus, waterlilies and other aquatic plants with the IWGS!
* Discover Chinese Waterlily
World:
Covering 50 acres with
250 varieties of waterlilies
650 cultivars of lotuses
Dr. Huang GuoZhen Photos
and many exotic fruit trees

* Witness the new
Lotus Competition.
* Education Day features up to 12 speakers
from around the world.
* Tour the seaside
city of Qingdao.
* Shop the small
goods market.
* Travel China’s high
speed train to Beijing.
* Visit the Imperial
Palace.
* Tour Beijing Botanical Gardens.
* Walk the Great Wall
of China.

Larry Nau Photo
Meet fascinating water gardeners from around the world.
See countless lotus cultivars never seen in Western water gardens.
Enjoy diverse Chinese cuisine emphasizing aquatic vegetables such as lotus and waterlilies.
You must have a valid passport along with a current
Chinese Visa to enter China.
Complete details coming soon on our website…
Larry

Great Wall at Mutianyu
J. Samuel Burner photo

Beijing
Shinewood photo

Tiananmen
Charlie Fong photo
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Tentative Speaker List for the 2011 IWGS
Symposium Qingdao, China
by Larry Nau

“Study on DNA Barcoding of Lotus Cultivars”
By Dr. Jianhua Xue, Associate Professor
Beijing Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences
“Development of Edible and Seed Lotus Industry in China”
Prof Yiman Liu, IWGS member
Wuhan Vegetable Research Institute, Wuhan, China.
Prof Keqiang Xie, DirectorJiangxi Institute of White-lotus, Guangchang, China
“Study and development of Chinese Aquatic Vegetables”
Dr. Deping Guo, Professor
Department of Horticulture, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China
“Water Garden and Application of Wetland and Aquatic Plants”
Yichu Chen, Senior Engineer, Enterpriser of aquatic plants.
Head of Hangzhou Tianjing Aquatic Botanical Garden, Hangzhou, China
“Twenty years of Breeding in Lotus”
Yuesheng Ding, IWGS member.
China-recognized lotus breeder and enterpreneur of aquatic plants.
Head of Yileen Water Garden Co. Ltd, Nanjing, China.
“Waterlily Breeding in China and Development of Waterlily-related Products”
Professor Guozhen Huang -IWGS member.
Director of China Waterlily World, World-recognized waterlily breeder.
Retired Professor of Wuhan Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Science.
“Advances in the International Lotus Registration and Construction of Lotus Database”
Dr. Daike Tian, Professor, IWGS life member. Horticulture Research Center.
South China Botanical Garden, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Guangzhou, China
“Major Wetland and Aquatic Plants on Eastern India”
Dr. Subir K. Ghosh – IWGS member. Teacher and wetland ecologist from West Bengal, India.
Author of “Illustrated Aquatic And Wetland Plants In Harmony With Mankinds”
“Biological and Ecological Description of Nelumbo Population in theVolga River Delta”
Dr. Mrs. Alexandra Babicheva. Astrakhan State University, Astrakhan, Russia.
Dr. Babicheva is chair of molecular biology, genetics and biochemistry departments at Astrakhan State.
“Lotus Hunting and Lotus Culture in India and Burma”
Mr. Grant Mitchell Australia
Mr. Mitchell is a noted lotus explorer, photographer and has searched out lotus from Vietnam to Iran
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Rolf Nelson Tribute

written and presented by Steve Stroupe
IWGS Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony
September 18, 2010
Good Evening Ladies & Gentlemen, Distinguished Visitors,
Mr. President
Part of the reason we’re here tonight is to honor and pay
tribute to a truly great man; Rolf Nelson of Katy, Texas USA.
Some say Rolf was born in a log cabin…others say he was
born in a manger, while others speculate he may have been
born on a distant planet with a red sun…I guess we’ll never
really know for sure…
But what we do know is that Rolf has been involved in
the water gardening industry since 1977, when he graduated
summa cum laude from the University of Maryland with a BS
in Horticulture. Rolf was according to his professors, the best
Steve giving his speech
and brightest in his class.
It was this type of outstanding performance in the academic
world which would later come to typify and distinguish Rolf in his future endeavors within the water
garden industry.
But a degree in Horticulture wasn’t the only prize Rolf took away from the University of Maryland.
Rolf made the acquaintance there of a lovely young woman named Anita Nolan. After a delightful
storybook romance, including what can best be described as an oblique, but highly effective courtship
strategy orchestrated by Anita…they soon married. And while we’re here to honor Rolf tonight, it seems
almost inappropriate to mention only one half of this beloved couple without reference to the other. And
while each of them have highly distinguished themselves professionally in their own respective rights, it
has become virtually impossible for many of us
to think of them in any way other than the collectively affectionate, “Rolf & Anita”.
But Anita wasn’t the only one who had her
eye on Rolf at the University of Maryland…
Charles Thomas of Lilypons Water Gardens
had approached faculty members in the Horticultural Department at the University of Maryland, looking for the best & brightest of the
1977 graduating class. Rolf’s name was at the
top of that list, so Charles hired Rolf to start up
what would ultimately become Lilypons Water
Gardens’ new operation in Brookshire, Texas,
just west of Houston.
After being with Lilypons in Maryland for
only six months, Rolf & Anita got in their
covered wagon and headed to the Republic of
Texas…as it’s sometimes called by its citizens.
Rolf & Anita
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written and presented by Steve Stroupe
Rolf remained at the Lilypons facility in Brookshire until 1996, when he and Anita departed to start
their current business…Nelson Water Gardens & Nursery in Katy Texas.
By this time, Rolf was already firmly established as an industry icon, and when the industry became
aware that Rolf was striking out on his own, support for his new enterprise came pouring in from all
over the country. In a modern water garden version of a 19th century “barn-raising”, well-wishers, business associates, and friends consisting of manufacturers, distributors, and retailers sent pond products,
plants, and other useful things to help Rolf & Anita get started. As far as I know, this was an unprecedented outpouring of community support, and it simply goes to show just how highly Rolf is regarded
in this industry by his friends and associates.
In addition to running a business and raising a family, Rolf has contributed heavily to the water gardening industry in the past 33 years.
He was instrumental in the research and development of the first fertilizer tablet developed specifically for aquatic plants, and I’m certain that Wayne Davis who is also here tonight would appreciate my
mentioning that the fertilizer in question is PondTabbs.
Rolf was also one of the earliest pioneers in the development and promotion of disappearing fountains, and was the first manufacturer to produce a molded basin specifically for this product, and to offer
the components in a kit form for contractors and homeowners.
In addition to launching disappearing fountains, Rolf & Anita were among the first in our industry to
promote phytofiltration as an optimal form of filtration for garden ponds.
In the early 1990’s when I was working with Lerio Corporation which was transitioning the industry
away from using “Tucker Tubs” as planting containers----in favor of professional nursery containers
designed by and for us…It was Rolf Nelson who first established the industry standard of the 16” x 7”
waterlily pot…an absolutely perfect container configuration which will probably achieve immortality if
it hasn’t already.
Later on, when no-hole nursery containers became unprofitable for large manufacturers to continue
to produce for our relatively small industry…and small plastic molding companies were too strapped
for cash…or too stingy to tool up for us, Rolf stepped in and put in some significant amounts of his own
money to pay for two very expensive molds so that this industry could still have these two critical sizes
of pots available to them…the 8x5 mum pan and the 10x6 mum pan.
Primarily a retailer, Rolf had no real need for large volumes of these two container sizes, and could
have just as easily made do with conventional nursery pots with holes, and used wadded newspaper to
place in the pot bottom to retain the soil…as many of us used to do in the “old days” before no-hole pots
became widely available. But the industry had become highly dependant on these containers… especially the smaller size mum pan which was the industry standard in the US for container-grown waterlilies shipped by most wholesale nurseries. This is just another example of Rolf’s selfless dedication to his
industry.
One of the most important contributions Rolf has made to the water gardening industry, and the one
which perhaps has required the greatest personal sacrifice, and has exacted the heaviest emotional toll on
Rolf and his family…was his tenure as both President and Board Member of this Society. Those of us
here tonight who have also managed to endure and survive this esteemed privilege can certainly understand just what a grave sacrifice this service can be….Rolf is also a founding member of this Society and
has always supported its efforts wholeheartedly even when not holding office.
Rolf Nelson is also acknowledged by his peers to be one of this country’s top water garden retail-
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written and presented by Steve Stroupe
ers. Nelson Water Gardens & Nursery is
renowned for the superlative job it does
as a specialty pond store, and it appears
thus far that it rivals the International
Waterlily Collection as the destination
stop for quite a few of this year’s Symposium attendees. Nelson Water Gardens
has grown from its humble beginnings…
in just a few short years to become
one of the country’s most successful &
renowned water garden specialty stores.
This comprehensive operation also
includes pond installation and design,
manufacturing and wholesale distribution operations, and until fairly recently, a
wholesale growing division as well.
Rolf has also received national acclaim
for his humanitarian efforts which are not
unexpectedly intertwined with his love of
aquatic plants. After a childhood friend of
his daughter Anne….finally succumbed
to a battle with cancer at the tender age
Jim Purcell giving Rolf Nelson his Hall of Fame award. of 14, Rolf & Anita set up a fund in her
name to raise money for cancer research.
An unusual seedling of Nymphaea ‘Panama Pacific’ had been previously discovered by Nelson Water
Gardening’s expert grower Mike Swize in one of his propagation beds, and in 2000 this waterlily was
registered and introduced to the world as Nymphaea ‘Lindsey Woods’ in honor of this brave little girl
who was a friend of the Nelson family. A portion of the proceeds from each sale of this beautiful waterlily are being donated each year to the Texas Children’s Hospital in her name. At this time, over $60,000
has been raised and donated to the Texas Children’s Hospital by Nelson Water Gardens to help fight
childhood cancers.
One of the most recent, and perhaps the most notable contributions Rolf has given to this industry
has occurred during the past two years. Rolf has been working closely with water gardening and plant
professionals, the Texas Parks & Wildlife Department, and members of the Texas Legislature in the formulation of a White List which will precisely regulate which aquatic plants may and may not be legally
sold in the State of Texas. This is a highly critical issue for the US water gardening industry for two
reasons;
The first being that it’s absolutely imperative that Nymphaea hybrids be included in the White List so
that the water gardening hobby and the extensive economy it supports will not be adversely impacted by
the loss of its most significant plant.
The second reason that this list is so mission-critical to us is that since Texas is viewed as a State
leader in the field of natural resource legislation, other states will likely emulate what Texas will ultimately do here…in effect piggybacking on their research and conclusions to a large extent. So what hap-
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pens in Texas will most certainly NOT stay in Texas, but will propagate itself to other States…regardless
of the ultimate inclusions or exclusions pursuant to the proposed White List. This is why the issue under
consideration here in Texas is of such vital importance to all of us here tonight.
This fight has become a Herculean endeavor which has consumed an inordinately large amount of
Rolf’s time and money. While the Society would love to take the credit for what hopefully promises
to be a largely favorable outcome with the White List, the truth is that Rolf and his organization have
accomplished this amazing feat almost single-handedly. In addition to the hundreds of man-hours and
thousands of uncounted dollars deployed toward the accomplishment of this objective, Rolf has also
found the time to simultaneously raise over $40,000 in cash sponsorships to help fund the Society in its
fight to preserve our hobby and livelihood, as well as serving as primary Symposium planner, executor,
and the always congenial host. It’s virtually impossible to overestimate the staggering burden this man
has borne this past year in service to our industry.
We all owe him a tremendous debt of gratitude.
Perhaps one of Rolf’s greatest accomplishments is to have won the proud admiration from his children. Peter, Karie, Anne, Mary and Emma wish me to convey their joy and congratulations to their dad
on this night for his tireless efforts.
Please join me in giving a hearty welcome to Rolf Nelson, the 2010 International Waterlily & Water
Gardening Society Hall of Fame inductee.
Editor’s Note
On Wednesday, January 26th, 2011 we received word that Senator Hegar was killing the Texas White
List. All of Rolf’s efforts to rally this group, the retailers and the public paid the greatest dividends possible. His work over the past year cannot be measured in terms of a job or a task. It was a monumental
effort and he truly deserves to be counted among any group of heroes in my belief.

2011 Collector’s Aquatic Plants of the Year (CAPY)
Follow the link or click on the picture to purchase yours now while supplies last
http://www.iwgs.org/2011-CAPY-Purchasing.html

Nymphaea ‘Wanvisa’

photo and hybrid by
Dr. N. Nopchai Chansilpa

Nymphaea ‘Tanzanite’
photo and hybrid by
Florida Aquatic Nurseries
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by Rich Sacher
American Aquatic Gardens, New Orleans
What’s in a name?
I had an email from someone in China once, offering to sell “named varieties” of hardy water lilies, for twenty five cents each, minimum order of 1,000 plants. A big box store near me has some hardy
water lily rhizomes for sale at $9.95, packaged in a box of peat moss, with a color photo attached. A mail
order nursery has a catalogue offering both tropical and hardy water lilies for sale, at prices cheaper than
most other mail order companies.
The one thing all of the above have in common is that they do not know and probably do not care
about the names of the lilies they are selling. The Chinese claim they are selling named varieties...but
you get whatever they send you...unlabeled. The big box packaged lily may show a bright yellow lily
in its photograph...but it may just as easily turn out to be a pink, white, or red flower when it finally
blooms, name unknown. The mail order nursery I refer to above is one which is notorious for sending
out misnamed water lilies. They do not know and do not care about the accuracy of their plants’ names,
and will often send out substitute plants, even if you specifically ask them not to. In the last order I received from them, 50% of the plant names were wrong! They did not even bother to respond to my letter
of complaint.
So...what’s in a name? In this case, plenty! Since the waterlily is usually the jewel of the pond, (and
the most expensive plant, too!), there is a temptation among uninformed or unscrupulous suppliers to
attach a well-known name to seedlings, or to plants of unknown origin. Thus, any night blooming lily
with reddish leaves and flowers may be passed off as Nymphaea ‘Red Flare’, which is a highly desirable hybrid in the trade. Nymphaea ‘Red Flare’ is a premium plant, and is sometimes a little fussy about
recovering from shipment. On the other hand, Nymphaea ‘Jennifer Rebecca’ is a red-flowering night
bloomer which is prolific in its blooms, and much easier to grow. The plants may seem similar, but they
are definitely different hybrids. Which one is right for you? Are you a beginner who wants an easy variety? Or, are you a seasoned expert who wants the more difficult challenge? Without the correct name,
there is little chance of getting the right plant, even after you have made an informed decision.
The correct name of a lily is also important so that the appropriate cultural information can be obtained. Some varieties are poor performers in certain climates; others are very heavy feeders; still others
may not transplant easily. Differences in temperature tolerance, minimum day length required, resistance
to disease, etc., are all factors that should
be taken into account when you purchase
a lily...but you cannot do that if you do not
have the correct name. The hardy lily Nymphaea ‘James Brydon’ is a great red flowered lily for northern gardens, but its leaves
and flowers will burn badly in the heat of
the deep South. A reliable hardy red water
lily for the South is Nymphaea ‘laydeckeri
fulgens’, a variety which blooms well even
in the heat of our southern summers. How
do you know if you have gotten the plant
you ordered? It’s all in the name.
If you have grown the same water lily
Nymphaea ‘Red Flare’
under the wrong name for several years,
*Note - As you can see in the photo, N. ‘Red Flare’ burns
in west Texas and N. ‘Jennifer Rebecca’ does not. One more
reason to ensure the accuracy of what you purchase.
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you may have shared some offspring with
others...perpetuating the error. Once you
have grown a plant with the wrong name
for a long time, it will be hard to convince
you that your plant was mis-named all
along. I remember a discussion with a dear
friend some years ago...she insisted that her
white night blooming lily was Nymphaea
‘Missouri’. That was the name on its tag
when she bought it, many years before. I
asserted that it was Nymphaea ‘Wood’s
White Knight’. To settle the argument, I
sent her the real Nymphaea ‘Missouri’...
once you have seen the real deal, you could
Nymphaea ‘Jennifer Rebecca’
not confuse it with any other plant. It cost
me a plant, but I won the bet! So, what’s in
this name? Well, Nymphaea ‘Missouri’ is a giant of a plant with huge flowers, but a shy, periodic bloomer. Most other white night bloomers will produce ten times more flowers in a season than Nymphaea
‘Missouri’. Nymphaea ‘Missouri’s’ flowers are intermittent but spectacular. So, what do you want...
frequent blooms or fewer, spectacular blooms? Again, the correctly named plant will give you the plant
you have chosen.
There are now so many hybrid water lilies on the market, that no one person can claim to be expert
in recognizing every one. Honest mistakes are bound to happen. I have found at least one or two mislabeled water lilies at every botanic garden I have ever visited, both in this country and abroad. At one of
my favorite botanic gardens, a group of us from the International Water Gardening Society were gathered at the lily pond, and all of us agreed that the beautiful pink lily we were enjoying was mislabeled. It
was gorgeous, we had never seen it before, but we all declared, (too loudly, I suppose) that it was definitely NOT Nymphaea ‘Enchantment’. With that, a voice boomed out behind us: “It damn well better be
Nymphaea ‘Enchantment’...we’ve been growing it under that name for over 20 years!” It was the curator
of aquatic plants, Pat Nutt, the celebrated and respected water lily expert at Longwood Gardens! If this
mistake managed to get into his collection, it can surely happen to any one of us.
There will always be some hobbyists who claim that they don’t care about the name of the water lily
they are buying, as long as it is “pretty”. There are some wholesalers and retailers who express this same
sentiment. But as has been discussed, if you do not have the correct name, you cannot access the information you may need to grow the plant successfully. If suppliers really believe that the name of a lily is
not important...why do they attach the name of a well-known hybrid to their unknown plants? Honesty
would dictate that the plant should be labeled “unknown hybrid”...but that might not bring as high a
price as a known hybrid with a proven track record. So, water lilies are being sold and propagated under
the wrong names not only because of honest mistakes, but sometimes because of deliberate deception.
With waterlilies now being shipped around the country and around the world, and with new hybrids
constantly appearing in the trade, how can any of us know for sure that we are getting what we paid for?
How can outright fraud be discouraged and brought under control? As always, it is the educated consumer who drives the market. As the hobby of pond keeping grows and begins to mature, more and more
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American Aquatic Gardens, New Orleans
hobbyists and suppliers are demanding truth in labeling. Fortunately, we now have at our fingertips two
valuable resources to insure accuracy in water lily names.
The first resource is one that should be required viewing by everyone engaged in any form of water
gardening...the website http://www.victoria-adventure.org Along with fascinating articles on many
related subjects, this site has a photographic encyclopedia of hundreds of water lily flowers. The water
lilies are divided into a hardy section, and a tropical section, and they are listed alphabetically to provide
quick views of almost any water lily you want to see. These images have been provided by growers and
hobbyists around the world, and provide a convenient way to compare your plant to the photos shown.
On occasion, an image may be sent to the gallery and is later found to be in error...in which case, it is
removed from the page. Constant updating and corrections make this site an invaluable world-wide reference for establishing the correct names of
water lily varieties. It is also the best place
to introduce a new hybrid to the world!
In addition to these galleries, there are
other pages which present the hybrid lilies of various breeders...with the images
often being supplied by the hybridizers
themselves. This affords great accuracy for
the pictures presented, and establishes the
origin for both the plants and their photos.
Our second resource is also internet
based. The email address is: http://www.
watergardenersinternational.org Free
membership in the organization is offered...
all you need to do is sign up! A free WGI
Journal is then available to members onNymphaea ‘Wood’s White Knight’
line, containing original articles by experts
from around the world. This WGI Journal
has become every bit as valuable as the Victoria-adventure site, and already provides articles of interest
from contributors in more than 15 countries.
In January 2006, the first meeting of WGI was held at Dania Beach Water Gardens in Florida, and
the WGI decided to address the problem of misnamed water lilies through its Water Lily Certification
Program, under the designation “Truly Named.” Growers, wholesalers and retailers are being invited
to pledge that they will make every attempt to sell only true-to-name varieties. Unknown seedlings or
plants must be labeled as such. WGI will monitor the program, and may supply Truly Named labels for
the participating members to use on their plants. These growers or retailers will certify that they strive
to sell only accurately named water lilies, and the WGI may furnish them with promotional materials to
this effect.
Because some mistakes are inevitable, participants in this program must be willing to make refunds or
exchanges in those cases where they have sold an erroneously named plant. They must then correct the
problem so it does not continue. Suppliers who fail to do so may be reported to the WGI, which will encourage compliance with the program. If that fails, the supplier will be removed from the WGI program,
and members of the WGI will be so notified.
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Although participation in this program is
voluntary for the suppliers, it is the educated pond keeper who makes this program
work. By insisting on accurately named
plants, both hobbyists and retailers can
drive the market toward this goal. As the
idea takes hold, it will be advantageous
to retailers and wholesalers to proclaim
that they certify the accuracy of their plant
labeling, which will promote customer
confidence and loyalty. Participation in the
WGI program will become an additional
sales tool for them, and benefit both the
supplier and the end customer.
Nymphaea ‘Missouri’
Each of us involved in water gardening
can play our own vital role in promoting
honesty within the industry, even on an international level, by insisting on truth in labeling. We can help
put an end to the theft of hybrid names, and the profiteering that goes along with it.
If any of us needs further proof that this is a serious problem, just ask any victim of identity theft,
“What’s in a name?” Their answer will be: “Everything!”

Buyer Beware Updated Discussion
between Rich Sacher and Tim Davis

Tim: I know from talking to Rolf Nelson, Zac DeGarmeaux and Brandon McLane that they do not personally support the Truly Named program. They believe their integrity as businessmen is intact and the
seal does not do anything for their business. They feel that the best way to ensure the continuing trust is
in doing the right thing. As a counter-point, do you have any thoughts on these issues? As a retailer, how
has it helped you do you think?
Rich: The Truly Named label serves the
same purpose: 1) It reassures the customer
that the plant variety is correct. 2) It increases the vigilance of the seller to be sure
that their plants are properly labeled. For
us, it is a statement that we are accountable
for selling properly named plants. Whether
it makes any difference in our sales...I
doubt it. I have noticed an increased diligence on the part of the staff to check the
accuracy of the lily label. One does not
need to have a special label to be committed to accuracy in names. As I said, it does
Nymphaea ‘Star of Siam’
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seem to help focus the staff’s attention to
that detail. One could just as easily post a
sign saying that the lilies are guaranteed to
be named properly...but if there is no commitment behind it, then it is no more than a
sales ploy.
Tim: Within a month of the plant Nymphaea ‘Suwanna’ winning the contest a
few years ago, there were seeds for sale on
Ebay. I am sure that as soon as Nymphaea
‘Wanvisa’ gets out there will be similar
issues. We know that seedlings are not the
same as the parent even if they are similar
but not everyone is as well informed. That
Nymphaea ‘Wanvisa’
is why I believe we need to discuss these
issues in a venue in which many can be
reached. It is issues like these that make plant identification and documentation really necessary.
Rich: Since no one is aware of all the lilies in the world, it is quite possible for all kinds of mistakes to
be made. When a major retailer was growing their first crop of the Nymphaea ‘Star of Siam’ about ten
years ago, I walked into their greenhhouse and realized they had misnamed them Prince of Siam! They
corrected the mistake right away...but not before some of them were sold. So, there are still some “Prince
of Siam” out there! Great name...wrong plant! It does reinforce the subject of my article, “What’s in a
Name?”
Tim: Well, whatever ones way of ensuring you are buying or selling a new waterlily, please be resonsible when sharing or selling to others. Rich, thanks for you article and your time to talk to me.
Now for a more light hearted look at plant names...

How Do Plants Get Named
by Steve Stroupe

Editor’s Note. This is an entertaining and informational article by Steve. It does comprise some
colorful humor but is benign in our view. Please take it for the funny and somewhat irreverent view
that it portrays. No disrespect is intended to our readers or ‘Sweet Flag’ and no animals were harmed
in the writing of this article. Tim
How do plants get named? What’s the difference between scientific and common names? Is there a
baby plant name book where proud plant parents choose names for their new green babies?
Plants are named for the same reason people are named; they have feelings and don’t want to be
referred to merely as “hey you”, so sensitive botanists thoughtfully give all plants their very own individual names...one usually in Latin and/or Greek, and another one in plain English.
The science of classifying living organisms is called taxonomy. The originator of our modern system
of biological classification was Carl Linnaeus, an 18th Century Swedish botanist, physician, and zoologist, who also gave us our present system of naming organisms using binomial nomenclature. More on
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this in a minute.
These rules for naming living things are governed by formal codes of biological nomenclature. The rules governing the nomenclature and classification of plants and fungi are contained in the International Code of Botanical Nomenclature, maintained by the International
Association for Plant Taxonomy. For those concerned that naming plants is a haphazard and
unruly process, it is decidedly not, as evidenced in part by the above protocols that show just
how seriously the scientific community takes this process and by those who make pretensions to being seen as scientific.
Fortunately for us all, not all plant folks are wound so tightly about plant names. Tony
Avent, a world renowned horticulturist and owner of Plant Delights Nursery, Raleigh, NC, which specializes in unusual perennials, has a delightfully irreverent little blurb about botanical taxonomy in his
current nursery catalog, http://www.plantdelights.com/.
We use all means at our disposal to make sure the plants are named using correct horticultural nomenclature. Our primary references include the RHS Index of Garden Plants, Hortus III, Jelitto’s Perennials I & II, et al... If no information exists on a plant, which often happens, we throw a cookout for
the neighbors, who after a few drinks begin throwing darts at Jelitto’s Perennials I & II, along with the
remainder of Hortus III. When botanists differ on correct nomenclature, we hop in the pickup, find a
few taxonomists, and throw darts at them.
Aquatic plants are classified like all other plants – with common names, and with the use of indecipherable (to the lay person, anyway), but scientifically precise Latin and/or Greek names, thoughtfully
arranged in the form of binomial nomenclature.
Why are these names written in Latin? Because after the Dark Ages it was cool to be smart again
in Europe. The now-round earth had resumed revolving around the sun again, and all the really bright
people spoke Latin, so, when plants started being named by botanists in the 16th and 17th Centuries,
Latin was naturally used.
Bi = 2 and nominal = names, so binomial, of course, means literally “two names.” Just as bisexual
means...oh, never mind. The first name is the Genus (big grouping) and the second is the Species (smaller grouping). Larger and even smaller groups exist, too, but we’ll leave them in textbooks where they
belong.
Biologists classify us (at least those of us who consider ourselves human) as Homo sapiens. We’re
are the only representatives of this genus alive today (except for the odd australopithecine occasionally
spotted in Alabama), but other members of this genus were alive in the distant past such as Homo habilis
and Homo erectus.
This two-name system is altered somewhat when a cultivar, selection, or man-made hybrid is added
to the mix. The cultivar, et al, name is flanked by single quotation marks and follows the genus and/or
species name. Often the scientific names are italicized and/or enclosed in parentheses. For instance; the
familiar variegated sweet flag is written as variegated sweet flag (Acorus calamus ‘Variegatus’).
But what does this mean? The common name “sweet flag” is descriptive enough, but doesn’t carry
the scientific imprimatur, so it’s considered woefully inadequate by itself. “Sweet” refers to the sweet,
camphor-like fragrance released when the leaves are bruised or crushed. Candy was also made from the
boiled and dried roots, and the leaves were harvested from the marsh and strewn on the floor for medieval banquets. The fragrance released from the bruising caused by foot traffic made an excellent room
deodorizer, and undoubtedly also served as de facto smelling salts when rowdy knights hit the floor after
too many flagons of mead. When 13th Century teenage stoners enclosed themselves in a darkened room
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with a troubadour and a sheaf of sweet flag plants, parents then, as now had good cause for suspicion...
sweet flag in high doses is hallucinogenic, perhaps offering a welcome respite from the tedium of feudal
living and serfdom?
“Flag” comes from the Middle English word “flagge” meaning reed*, so the common name means
simply, sweet reed, and our particular plant is a naturally occurring mutation which is vertically striped
with green and yellow, so we’ve just described a variegated sweet reed…in English.
*Iris have also appropriated this term, as in ‘Blue Flag’, ‘Yellow Flag’, etc.
Unfortunately, common names vary from region to region, and country to country, so to insure that
everyone in the world stays on the same page, scientific names are also employed. Acorus is derived
from the Greek word acoron, a name used by Dioscorides, which in turn was derived from coreon,
meaning pupil, because it was used in herbal medicine as a treatment for inflammation of the eye. It was
also used as an aphrodisiac.
The Latin word Calamus is definitely a much more fun word; it’s associated with love, sex, and Greek
tragedy. In Greek mythology…or it could have been true…who can really say? Kalamos was the son of
the river god Maeander from which our word meander is derived (meandering stream). Kalamos was beside himself with grief when his young male lover, Karpos, drowned in the river, so he was transformed
into a reed. Greek mythology had yet to discover grief counseling apparently. Whenever these reeds
rustle in the wind, it is seen as the lamentations or sighs of Kalamos bemoaning the loss of his beloved
Karpos. An old Sanskrit word Kalama, which means pen or reed, is also thought to be part of this Latin
word. Scholars believe that this word is older than all three languages, possibly Proto-Indo European,
which is believed to be the parent language of all three. Other languages also contain recognizable variations of this word; Kalmus [Danish German, Swedish] Groene Kalmoes (Dutch), Kalmojuuri (Finnish),
Calamo Aromatico (Italian), Kalmusrot (Norwegian).
Walt Whitman added a section to the third edition of “Leaves of Grass” titled “Calamus Poems”. In
Whitman’s poems, the sweet flag is used to symbolize male love, lust and affection, probably because
the spadix (unstalked flowers on a fleshy stem) resembles an erect phallus, along with the Greek mythology surrounding the male lovers Kalamos and Karpos.
But there’s more; the term Calamari or squid is derived from the Sanskrit word Kalama for ink horn
or pen case, as reeds were used as writing instruments. Calumet is a Native American word for a peace
pipe, often made from hollow reeds. Other than a city in Illinois near Chicago, Calumet is a brand of
Kraft Foods baking powder featuring a likeness of a native American in full headdress on the familiar
red can. And finally, the word, chalumeau register, which delineates the lower notes of a clarinet’s (a
reed instrument) range, is also derived from this aquatic plant species’ name.
And that’s how the sweet flag got its name. It has all the makings of a really good story; love, sex,
pathos, tragedy, poetry, drama, and drug use. It’s a fun exercise to just pick a plant at random and see
what a wealth of information can be gleaned from its nomenclatural history. And you thought Latin was
boring!
Cultivars, or man-made hybrid names are not really that interesting, origin-wise, and are causing a lot
more confusion in the water gardening industry than straight species plants. Cultivar names are based
solely on the discretionary whim of the hybridizer. Cultivars may be named after wives, children, inlaws, mistresses, stars, planets, food, places, mythological heroes or famous people, virtually anything
at all. Cultivar names must be registered if an official note and record is required by the hybridizer. The
official registering agency for waterlilies is the International Waterlily and Water Gardening Society
http://www.iwgs.org/plant-registration/ which was appointed to this task by International Society for
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Horticultural Science.
The IWGS http://www.iwgs.org/ has also traveled backwards in time to insure that waterlily varieties
which bear their current name, are indeed correctly labeled. No mean feat since a lot of popular cultivars
date back to the 19th Century.
Kirk Strawn (deceased), a dean of American waterlily hybridizers, playfully articulated this problem
by listing Nymphaea ‘Attraction’ in his catalog in eight different variations, and in descending order of
perceived authenticity, with corresponding reductions in price. To my knowledge, this is the best satirical articulation of this problem that has ever been offered publicly.
A few years ago, it was discovered that one of the most popular hardy waterlilies, a beautiful coralpink waterlily named Nymphaea ‘Fabiola’ wasn’t really ‘Fabiola’ at all. The real ‘Fabiola’ was a much
less impressive plant, but was indisputably the rightful owner of that name. The name was returned to its
rightful owner amid much furor and fretting, and a new name was given to the old ‘Fabiola’, now christened Nymphaea ‘Pink Beauty’.
Some people resisted this change, claiming that it caused even more subsequent confusion than the
misnaming it was designed to correct. This is a legitimate point of view which is even recognized by
our legal system under the principle of adverse possession in real estate law, which is simply a claim to
acquire the title to another owner’s property by an occupant who has openly and peaceably occupied that
property for a prescribed length of time.
This principle is also illustrated in common-law marriage where (often) “illicit” cohabitation is eventually conferred legal status after a prescribed period of time. New words are also formed in a similar
fashion. The imposter ‘Fabiola’ had been “possessing” its name “adversely” for a lengthy period of time,
and had become extremely well known, revered, and sold profusely under this name. Had not waterlily people been so prickly and exacting about correct nomenclature, the new ‘Fabiola’ could have still
kept its purloined name under “adverse possession” and retained its eminence as one of the nicest pink
hardy varieties instead of disappearing off the radar for most hobbyists as a result of the corrected name
change. Style apparently can be much more important than substance.
But not for waterlilies, apparently! Old habits (and names) die extremely hard. Sales of N. ‘Pink
Beauty’ never reached that of the old, but now believed to have been misnamed ‘Fabiola’, and the rightful, resurrected ‘Fabiola’ still lives in fairly dark obscurity despite the nomenclatural correction.
Another problem that plagues our pond community is the indifference or callous disregard for insuring that varieties currently being sold are labeled correctly by growers and retailers. This is a very different problem than the one described and it is being addressed by Water Gardeners International (http://
www.watergardenersinternational.org/), a non-profit organization based in Cocoa beach, Florida, with
their “Truly Named Program”.
“Truly Named WGI © is a truth-in-labeling program joined voluntarily by waterlily growers, wholesalers, and retailers among WGI members committed to providing the consumer with plants true to their
labeled name.
Why is this important? Many people who purchase waterlilies initially want something pretty and
colorful for their ponds. However, as interest and understanding increase, they often desire specific waterlilies, those with recognized names that assure specific characteristics.
Truly Named WGI © members “believe water gardeners deserve to receive what they pay for and
therefore have joined this program to give their assurance that, to the best of their knowledge, they are
providing correctly named plants.”
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Why should you join the IWGS?
This is a simple question with a number of complex answers depending on who you are and what your interests are. We have tried to
make the answer simple again. Individual membership in the IWGS
is now free. No, that was not a typo. Individual membership is now
free to all. I will now answer the question that started this article.
I joined because I wanted to learn about hybridization techniques
and at the time, there was information that a booklet was coming in
the next year from Richard Sacher on that very subject. I wanted
http://www.iwgs.org/application/
to create new waterlilies and I had not been successful up to that
point in time. Let me say that getting that booklet helped me in my
endeavor.
Others join so they may learn more basic information on how to plant
waterlilies or how to propagate them successfully. There is a wealth of
knowledge in the members and business sponsors of our group that is
just waiting for you to reach out and utilize. The organization has been
in place and creating new information for others to learn from for over a
quarter of a century. There are members who have been associated since
the start so there is about a thousand years worth of knowledge on the
subjects of growing, propagating, hybridizing and storing plants associated with ponds. There is knowledge on how to build any kind of pond
imaginable and if that is not your forte then we give you access to commercial members with integrity that can create your ideal pond for you.
This is certainly worth an entry
fee to access this great storehouse of knowledge but as I
said above, it is now free.
The one thing that you gain
by joining the IWGS is the one
thing I was not expecting initially, friends. The camaraderie
and friendship of those who share in your passion is something
that is very hard to put a price on. There are many who have
become great life-long friends to others from around the globe.
The world today with the internet and Facebook has truly made
us a smaller global community. You van send an email, pick
up a phone or even send a text message instantly with a smart
phone. You have access to as much information and interaction
as you wish to partake in or you may just learn from the sidelines without interacting, it is your choice. I will say however
that if you don’t interact with others you will be missing out on
great friendships.
Everyone who is involved with ponds, water gardens, aquatic plants and animals share one core belief. There is beauty in
nature and we wish to be able to see and enjoy it without havNoriyuki Kato photo
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ing to drive to a park or a destination. This is being “green” for
the sake of enjoyment, not for a goal or reason. It offers shelter
and home for animals that may have been displaced by construction. It aligns you with people who value the same ideal
that you have and that is a solid foundation for any friendship.
I have talked to many members at the symposiums. They
expressed their belief that the symposiums themselves are the
reason to join the IWGS. It is after all a party. Everyone enjoys
a party and this is one that we throw for ourselves and it is a
celebration of our pond-centric way of life. There are always
fun events, workshops or speeches by experts and the opportunities to view new technologies, new processes or exciting new
plants.
This year was special in that we had many of the plants from
the IWGS New Waterlily Competition on display in San Angelo. The main draw for most was the new and exciting entry by
Dr. N. Nopchai Chansilpa. It is a hardy that is speckled which
is a first. Its coloration is stable and stunning from a distance.
It took top honors as not only the best hardy waterlily but the
best overall waterlily in the competition. This was thought to
be impossible going into this competition. Hardies had never
been able to beat tropical waterlilies which
bloom more and have
a wider color palette in
general.
We had a new
world-class photographer attend the symposium for his first time.
Noriyuki Kato not only
came as a new IWGS
member, he donated
some of his great photographic material to
be printed on canvas
that was auctioned off
at the symposium. He
also took some stunning pictures at the
symposium that he has
since shared with us on
Facebook. The cover
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of this journal and many of the pictures in this particular article
are his work. He was someone I had met online just prior to the
symposium but by the time he arrived we were like old friends.
That is the kind of camaraderie that can quickly be built between people with common interests.
We had representatives from the state of Texas to discuss the
Texas White List so that industry representatives from all over
the country could voice their concerns about the legislation. We
had another member of the Texas House of Representatives on
hand to read a declaration that he was going to proclaim Ken
Landon’s own Nymphaea ‘Texas Dawn’ as the state waterlily
of Texas.
The symposium was held in San Angelo for one great reason. It is the home of the International Waterlily Collection.
It is Ken Landon’s life’s work. It is the greatest collection of
nymphaea that can be seen anywhere. Not only is it one of the
largest and most divers collections, it is fully authentic and all
plants are true to their historical name but because of Ken’s
reputation we are able to show more new plants than anywhere
in the world. There were more than twenty new hybrids on
display that had not been seen by anyone before, much less all
in one place.
I discussed new and
old friends earlier in
this article. There were
representatives from
more than a dozen
countries at this symposium. We had over
100 delegates from all
around the globe. We
got to see the greatest collection of waterlilies in the world.
Ken Landon who is
a world-class pyrotechnician put on a
twenty minute fireworks spectacular on
Friday night. It was the
kind of show you see
in big cities on the 4th
of July. We laughed,

Noriyuki Kato photos
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Noriyuki, Ken and Nopchai - great new friends

we talked and we generally celebrated life and
our hobby in an atmosphere of friendship. Many
of the current and past board members who have
attended all of the symposiums told me that this
was the absolute best symposium they had ever
attended. Symposiums have been held at Longwood Gardens, Missouri Botanical Gardens,
Kew Gardens and Latour Marliac’s Gardens in
France. For members who have been at all these
places with all of the support and staff that they
have to put on their displays to be awed by Ken
Landon’s work is a testament to this man.
So why should you join the IWGS. My question is why have you not already joined? It’s
free. It is knowledge at your finger tips. It is the
chance to make life-long friendships. Finally
and most importantly, it is the chance to celebrate your hobby in a party atmosphere with
some of the best minds and souls you can hope
to associate with in fabulous far-away places.

Triple 1st day Victoria blooms on one plant.

Jim, Jill and Ken dedicating N. ‘Queen Jill’

Noriyuki’s first look at Victorias at night.
LilyFest & IWGS Symposium 2010
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Standard horticultural practice recommends that when a plant has outgrown its pot, it should be transplanted to a bigger pot. We can certainly do this with our aquatic plants if we have a very large pond
and have the room for specimen plants. However, this can result in pots that are too heavy, or plants that
grow too large.
Aquatic plants, like their terrestrial cousins, often need thinning out or dividing. Some plants develop
a clump that is too large for their pot or for their location in the pond. Floating plants may become too
numerous for the water surface. A hardy lily or a tropical night blooming lily starts the season as a single
plant, and later becomes a crowded clan of competing siblings. Rather than transplant these plants to
larger pots, most pond keepers prefer to divide their plants, keeping them in scale for the size of their pot
and pond. We replant the biggest and best of what we have divided, which leaves lots of smaller plants
left over.
Plant lovers are often reluctant to throw away perfectly good plants, even if they do not have room
for them! These left-over plants provide the opportunity for plant swapping with other pond keepers, an
excellent way to acquire aquatic plants that we have not grown before. Consider the following factors if
you decide to divide and share or swap aquatic plants.
HOW AND WHEN TO DIVIDE
Spring is the best time for dividing
aquatic plants. The plants are just beginning their growth, and quickly recover
from being divided. Repot them into fresh
soil for the upcoming season. Use their
previous year’s performance to decide on
the number of plants you want, and their
placement in the pond. Many aquatic plants
can also be divided in the middle of the
growing season if they have become so
large that division is desirable. Aquatic
plants should not be divided in the fall because they would be susceptible to root rot
Overgrown Hardy Waterlily
as they lie dormant in cold water through
the winter.
Lotuses are an exception to mid-season division since they do not recover easily if their roots are disturbed once they are in active growth. Carefully move them to larger pots during the growing season if
necessary, but they should not be divided except in early spring while the plant is dormant.
Lotus tubers often have the size and shape of bananas, and always end up on the very bottom of the
pot. The easiest way to find them is to turn the pot upside down and use a hose to blast away all the soil.
Each tuber requires a growing point in order to survive. These growing points are very fragile, and must
not be damaged in the division process. Treat growing tips as if they were made of fragile glass. You
may cut the runners between tubers, but do not cut the tubers themselves. Replant the tubers in fresh
soil, usually 2-4 tubers per 16-24 inch pot.
Store leftover tubers in damp peat moss in plastic bags. Peat moss cushions the tubers, and its acidity prevents molds and bacteria from attacking them. Keep them in the refrigerator, (NOT the freezer!)
until you are ready to exchange them for other plants. A frost-free, cool basement or garage works fine
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for cold storage, too. A waterproof nametag in each bag prevents confusion when you bring the bagged
tubers to the plant swap.
Use this same storage method for a number of semi-dormant aquatic plants. Keep cannas, horsetails,
cattails, etc., dormant for a month or so this way.
Although lotuses require long, hot, sunny summers
to bloom well, they are quite hardy as long as the
soil they are growing in does not freeze in winter.
When dividing plants, keep as many functioning
roots as possible on each division. As soon as you
divide a section of plant, put the roots in water so
they cannot dry out. Once you have replanted the
best divisions for your pond, you need to decide
what to do with the leftover plants.
Place them in tubs of pond water in a sunny location with a pinch of fertilizer added to the water.
You can store them indefinitely this way. Bare root
plants are easier to take to a plant swap, and the
small amount of fertilizer in the water allows the
Replanted after dividing a tropical waterlily
roots and tops to grow while you await the plant
exchange. Or, if you have the inclination and the
space, plant these divisions into pots of soil and grow them a while before the trade. In this event, I use
the smallest pot that will accommodate the root system without crowding it, knowing that the new owner
will transplant it to a larger pot before putting the plant in its new home.
The method of division depends on the growth pattern of the plant. Overgrown plants such as cattails,
papyruses, horsetails, bulrushes, etc., have many individual plants in the pot, and I divide them into two
to four clumps. Use a knife or even a small saw to cut the root mass into the desired number of clumps.
Sometimes it is feasible to cut the root mass half way down, and then pull the divisions apart, thus
preserving more root system for each clump. (By pulling the roots apart under water, you break fewer
roots!) Replant the best divisions for your pond; keep leftover plants bare root in water or planted into
small pots for later plant swaps.
Plants with rhizomes, such as hardy lilies, water iris, acorus, cannas, etc., should have old soil rinsed
from the root mass to reveal the joints in the rhizomes. This makes it easy to see where to divide the rhizomes. Each division should have a minimum of three to four inches of rhizome with the growing point
and roots attached. If you use a 14- to 16-inch pot for these plants, replant three or four rhizomes per pot
to produce a fuller plant more quickly.
Plants that make tubers, such as night blooming lilies, water hawthorn, Chinese water chestnut, etc.,
should have old soil rinsed off their root mass so individual tubers can be seen. Cut or twist the tubers
from the root mass. There may be 10 to 15 tubers in an overgrown ten-inch pot; night blooming lilies are
usually planted one to a pot, since they are so prolific in making tubers during the season. Plant water
chestnuts, hawthorn and taro may with three to four tubers per pot to more quickly create a full plant for
the summer season. Plant leftover tubers into four- to six-inch pots for later plant swaps; or, hold them a
few weeks in pond water.
Alternately, store them in damp peat moss, at 40-55F. degrees. Tropical waterlilies also make tubers,
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but often they are large, soft tubers that do not usually survive winter…even in a greenhouse. However,
sometimes several small, hard tubers are attached to the large tuber. You may remove these small tubers (one-half to two inches in diameter) and plant them into individual pots. They do not usually begin growth until the water temperature is
above 70F. degrees. So, they are best started indoors and moved outside later. Store
surplus tubers in zip-lock plastic bags of
water held at 60-70F. degrees. Some of
them may sprout and develop a few small
leaves, but they do not begin full growth
until placed in a warm, sunny pond.
Some tropical waterlilies are viviparous;
during the summer, they make baby plants
in the center of their older leaves. These
plantlets develop roots while still attached
to their parental leaves, and sometimes
they produce flowers there, too. Easy
waterlilies to propagate, they are the
Water Hyacinth is beautiful but illegal in 11 US States.
origin for many tropical waterlilies
that hobbyists use for plant swapping.
Remove the small plantlets from the fading lily pad and plant them into four-inch pots of fertilized soil.
Place them in shallow water (three to four inches over the pot) in a warm, sunny pond. They become
blooming plants in three to five weeks. Not every viviparous cutting is successful, so grow two or three
of them per pot.
If all of them root, separate them after they have produced their second or third flower. Rinse soil
from the root mass and gently pull the plants apart under water to minimize any root loss. Then repot
the lilies, one to a pot; or if the plant swap is within a few days, let the plants float in the pond until you
take them to the swap. Plants with floating leaves, whether bare root or potted, should always be kept
in sealed plastic bags to prevent them from drying out. Keep the bags of plants out of direct sunlight so
they do not overheat. You can safely transport waterlilies, water clover, parrot’s feather, snowflake, water
poppy, etc., this way.
ARRANGING THE PLANT SWAP
The easiest way to find other pond keepers who are interested in exchanging plants is to join a local
pond society. Most have monthly meetings during the growing season, and many groups have newsletters that facilitate plant sharing among members. Some clubs designate a particular meeting each
spring especially for plant sharing. In some cases, members donate their excess plants to the group for
a fund raiser; members have first chance to buy these plants at reduced prices. Other pond societies ask
members to donate extra plants to a local botanic garden for an annual plant sale supporting the garden.
(Show up early, you might be surprised at the variety of plants offered for sale.)
Local newspapers often list a plant section in their “For Sale” classified ads, and this presents another
way to offer to sell or swap your extra plants. It is also a great opportunity to meet other pond keepers in
your area.
Neighborhood newsletters offer another possibility for advertising your aquatic plant swap. They
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cover a smaller geographical area than a regional newspaper, and this makes it easy for neighboring
pond keepers to get together.
DO NO HARM…AND STAY OUT OF TROUBLE!
I do not suggest using the internet for plant swaps; it can give rise to all kinds of problems. Remember, the internet is a worldwide medium. What do you do when you receive an email from someone in
Kuala Lumpur offering to send you exotic aquatics in exchange for your extra waterlily? Is it legal? Do
you need a permit? Will the plant survive shipment? How do you package it and what does postage cost
for it?
Shipping plants into other states or countries is best left to professional interstate of international
shippers…otherwise; you can easily get into trouble. The list of banned plants varies greatly from one
place to another. Without realizing it, you could be guilty of importing or exporting a noxious weed that
eventually could cost millions of dollars to eradicate or control. We only have to think about the lovely
water hyacinth that clogs our southern US waterways, and we grasp an idea of how destructive imported
plants can become in a new environment
The next scourge of lakes and bayous in the US south may be the
giant salvinia, an escapee from South America. This free-floating
aquatic can form an impenetrable mattress a foot thick, killing all
aquatic life beneath it, and has already invaded waterways in Texas
and Louisiana. It was most likely brought into the country by an
aquarium keeper, and careless boaters continue spreading it from
place to place as they move among various recreational waterways.
Even mailing plants to an adjoining state has its problems: it may
be delayed in the mail, and the recipient may want you to replace it
if it arrives dead or in poor condition. Or, the plant may not be the
size or variety that was expected, and this can cause disagreements.
Giant salvinia kills ecosystems
It may even be a forbidden noxious weed in your neighboring
state!
When you make plant swaps in person, everyone can see the plants being exchanged, and ask questions about their culture. Potential buyers can carefully examine plants for evidence of insect infestation,
parasites, or disease. This process can lead to engaging conversations that benefit both parties.
It is helpful to know that the plants being swapped come from another hobbyist’s pond, and are not
plants recently collected from the wild. Collected plants can bring with them weeds, insects, fish parasites, snails, crayfish, etc., that you do not want in your pond. Free floating aquatics like water cabbage
or water hyacinth may have insects, crustaceans or fish eggs concealed in their root system. Even plants
from a fellow hobbyist’s pond may harbor an undesirable critter. I once took home a potted bog plant
that had a pigmy rattlesnake hidden amongst its roots!
Considering these risks, I recommend quarantining new plants that you acquire, whether by purchase
or plant swap. Hold new plants in a separate container of pond water for a week or two and make daily
observations for any unwanted hitchhikers. It is a common practice to quarantine new fish before they
are introduced to the pond, and it makes sense to follow this same procedure with plants, as well.
Plant swapping is a great way to try your hand at new aquatics. You acquire new plants, expand your
knowledge, and make new friends…all because of your plant exchanges! Who would have thought that
“leftovers” could provide such a welcome addition to your menu of pond plants?
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ISG’s Top
to Bottom
Nymphaea
‘Purple
Satin’

Nymphaea
‘Red
Satin’

Nymphaea
‘Purple
Fringe’

HxT
15,06 ISG

Nymphaea
‘Royal
Satin’

HxT
1, 08 ISG

4th Purple
ISG
All pictures by
Mike Giles

There have been a large number of intersubgeneric (ISG)
hybrids created over the last several years. Many are fantastic
looking plants and some are not so great. That is just what
happens when the genetics begin to mix together.
One of the first major events was when William Phillips
created Nymphaea ‘William Phillips’ in 2002. It was an ISG
with the parentage of N. ‘Andre Leu’ x N. ‘White Colorata’.
The most famous ISG plant to date has been Pairat Songpanich’s Nymphaea ‘Siam Blue Hardy’ that was created in
2007. It is a really unique creation. Like many before him,
he was on the quest to create a blue hardy. Pairat broke the
barrier that had previously existed for everyone else. No other
hardy had shown blue or purple tones in its flowers.
I’d like to mention the history of ISG’s even before they
were called that. Perry Slocum tried for years to create a blue
hardy. He was not successful in that endeavor. Many who
knew him believed he did have quite a few hybrids that were
crosses between nymphaea and brachyceras, they just were
not blue. The world at large discounted his work because
since no one else had been able to do it, the skepticism was
that it could not be achieved. It still is not cost effective unless you know someone in a University environment that can
help do the work for you. Pairat’s DNA tests on Nymphaea
‘Siam Blue Hardy’ stopped the skepticism. Pairat’s meticulous
documentation and record keeping along with DNA studies
to prove his results was as much of a break through as the
hybrids themselves. It stopped all of those who still held the
view that “the world was flat” as far as waterlilies were concerned. We want to thank him for both achievements.
Now I’d like to introduce you to someone you probably
have not heard of. Mike Giles is a hybridizer on the east coast
of the United States who has been working full time to create
new hardies and also create new ISG’s in an attempt to get a
blue hardy. Mike was able to successfully make ISG crosses
as early as 2005. Mike was new to hybridization at the time
and unfortunately did not know how to care for the seedlings
and consequently lost them all. He has still continued to create
many new exciting hardies that are not ISG’s but that has not
been his long term goal. He wants to create new waterlilies
that have not been possible before now. Pairat broke the barrier with his Nymphaea ‘Siam Blue Hardy’. I’m proud to show
you how Mike Giles has crashed through the ISG barrier. Here
are the first published pictures in print of his fantastic work.
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